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Abstract: Stimfit is a free software for viewing and ana-
lyzing electrophysiological data that is released for all ma-
jor operative system. It supports the standard file types for
cellular neurophysiology and other biomedical formats. Its
analysis algorithms have been used and validated in several
experimental laboratories. Stimfit is extensible and highly
customizable due to a Python scripting interface.
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Introduction

Electrical activity that arises from cellular and subcellu-
lar processes is commonly studied with intracellular tech-
niques (e.g patch-clamp or sharp electrodes) in repetitive
epoch-like events. Due to the high precision and temporal
resolution of the intracellular techniques, a detailed analy-
sis on acquired electrical signals is possible but it generally
requires both user visualization and a complex analysis. We
developed Stimfit1, an open source environment that allows
fast and easy visualization of recordings with a common
graphical user interface (GUI) that is available for several
operative systems [1]. Using the BioSig2 library as a back-
end for file I/O [2] Stimfit supports more than 20 biomed-
ical formats, including those most commonly used in cel-
lular electrophysiology (see Table 1). It features robust al-
gorithms for analysis in neurophysiology (e.g calculations
of synaptic and action potential latencies, rise and slope val-
ues, thresholds, etc.). These measurements are visualized to
the user by locating a pair of cursors on the screen (see Fig-
ure 1) and are updated upon navigation along the recording.
In addition, detection routines of spontaneous events are
also provided [3, 4]. An implementation of the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm [5] is used to provide a highly cus-
tomizable user experience for fitting data to standard math-
ematical functions (single and multiexponentials) and com-
mon models in cellular neuroscience. Moreover, Stimfit is
highly customizable with an embedded Python [6] shell giv-
ing access to common scientific Python libraries such as
NumPy or SciPy [7]. We present a cross-platform analy-
sis environment that is easy to use and can be adapted to
individual experimental requirements with Python.

1Stimfit is available on line from http://www.stimfit.org
2BioSig is available on line from http://biosig.

sourceforge.net/
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Figure 1: Principal measurements obtained when base and
peak cursors are positioned on an action potential in a Stim-
fit session.

Table 1: File formats supported by Stimfit - only formats
relevant for cellular electrophysiology are listed. (*) indi-
cates support through biosig, (+) indicates improved sup-
port through biosig.

file type read write
Axon text yes yes
Axon binary v1 yes no
Axon binary v2 yes no
CFS binary yes(+) yes
HDF5 files yes yes
Axograph yes no
HEKA yes(+) no
Igor binary yes(*) yes
GDF yes(*) yes(*)
Neuron yes(*) no
many more (*)

Methods
Stimfit is written in C++ with some external libraries (see
Table 2) and extensions in Python. To create the GUI,
the wxWidgets library was chosen because it provides a
cross-platform support and a native environment for the
Stimfit user. The libbiosig library has been recently added
to support additional biomedical data formats and the GDF
file format [8] as default. In general, the source code can

http://www.stimfit.org
http://biosig.sourceforge.net/
http://biosig.sourceforge.net/


Figure 2: Fitting of an averaged excitatory postsynaptic cur-
rent to a biexponential function by least-square optimiza-
tion implementation in Stimfit.

be compiled with any ANSI/ISO C++ compiler and has
been tested with the GNU compiler for GNU/Linux and
Mac OS X and with Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 R© for
Microsoft R© windows. However, the tool-chain for build-
ing the windows version has been extended by using the
MinGW-cross-compiler environment (MXE) [9], to avoid
proprietary compilers and to maintain all dependencies to
the external libraries. This resulted in some regressions
(Python and ABF format are currently not usable), but
eventually this should be fixed.
Fast visualization by avoiding line plot redundancies
To present data obtained at high sampling rates, two
algorithms are employed. A down-sampling algorithm
that reduces the number of lines plotted between two
consecutive sampling points by choosing the maximum
and minimum sampling value within a column pixel and
plotting one single line between them. An anti-aliasing
algorithm is used to connect pixel columns.
Event detection and fitting algorithms
Detection of spontaneous or miniature synaptic events is
performed by minimization of the sum of squared errors
between an template waveform and the time course of a
recording. To decide if an event has occurred the user can
choose a threshold value above the correlation coefficient
between template and recording [4] or above the noise
standard deviation [3]
Python integration
To provide a customizable analysis platform, Stimfit is
expanded with a command-line Python interface that con-
trols the GUI and access the algorithms for analysis. This
allows the user to evaluate the results obtained with Stimfit
in a more specific scientific context (e.g with NumPy). In
addition, a standalone Python module (stfio) allows reading
and writing standard electrophysiology file formats without
the GUI.

Discussion

Robust algorithms for visualization and data analysis are
necessary for our understanding of the electrical signals in
neuroscience. However, to ensure scientific progress, re-
producibility should be guaranteed by a free software model
of development. For that reason, Stimfit is released under
the GNU general public license (GPL), and all its libraries
and dependencies rely on GPL licenses. Among all pro-
gramming languages under the GPL license, Python was

Table 2: List of C++ external libraries.
library purpose
BioSig File formats, input/output
boost Shared pointers and arrays
FFTW Fast Fourier transform for filtering
HDF5 Support to HDF5 file format
LAPACK Linear algebra, non-linear regression
levmar Non-linear regression
wxWidgets Graphical user interface
Python Python interpreter
wxPython Embedded Python shell

chosen as extension for Stimfit because of its clear syntax
and widely use in neuroscience [10]. As alternative to pro-
prietary software solutions, Stimfit combines both an intu-
itive user-interface with a customizable environment with a
general-purpose programming language of in neuroscience.
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